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Uniforms
The use of uniforms in commercial or public-service organizations often 
reflects an effort in branding and in developing a standard corporate image

An employee wearing a corporate attire or dress code makes a statement 
for the orgazination they work for. You want to ensure that your people look 
their best when they are representing your company

Employees act as the brand ambassadors for their company and we cater 
to provide the best quality attires that are compliant with any sector or 
industry. We offer a wide range of selection in number of sizes that fits the 
unique and distinctive personality of each enterprise.

It is our responsibility to provide attires to any organization which gives 
the employees al feeling of belonging, being a part of something big.. 

Dress your team the right way 
with Toppers United! 
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Formals
Every corporate attire we make has to go through numerous quality checks 
delivering only the best products to our customers.

Our in-house team of experienced designers work ardently to deliver the 
best of fits, colour and cuts.

CUSTOMER IS KING THE SO IS CUSTOMIZATION

Our in-house production of yarns and fabrics enables us to make 
customized fabric for every organization possible. Providing made-to-
measure services to deliver attires that are not just comfortable but fit 
perfectly well.

Our sales and backend teams ensure delivery timelines that are strictly 
adhered to. Toppers united is committed to use technology at each step to 
provide pre and post sales service to our patron customers for life.
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Healthcare
We have witnessed how the healthcare staff requires a lot of perseverance and kindness while caring for their patients. We understand 
the need to feel comfortable while you are constantly on your feet day and night, serving long hours at the hospital. We provide a broad 

range of high-quality healthcare uniforms, renowned for exceptional comfort, quality and value. With a wide variety of colours, styles 
and sizes, we can dothe your team, creating a professional uniform look throughout All healthcare attires are designed to be durable and 

comfortable and can be personalised.`
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WE HAVE A COLLECTION FOR

Doctors Paramedics Nurse Housekeeping Staff LinenSupport
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Hospitality

The importance of top quality and attractive hospitality uniforms cannot be overemphasised. Hotel attires add a formal yet trendy 
look to the staff team. Designed to bring your brand alive, our stylish collections ensure your staff always look and feel professional, 

comfortable and protected. We offer spectacular colours across many styles and make it simple and cost effective to add your corporate 
branding to your hospitality uniform. We also offer selection in bed and bath linen, welcome kits etc. catering to your various needs. 

COLLECTION

HousekeepingFront Ofice Cheif Waiter
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We realise that an airlines uniform attire says a lot about the its brand 
identity. We cater to the needs of flight deck, flight attendants and ground 
staff, ensuring a stylish and professional look along with a perfect fit and 
comfortable wear. We provide a wide range of corporate attire that meets 
all your industry’s safety regulations, but also helps your team look and feel 
their best too.

Aviation
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Security
Our In-house Production Of Yarns And Fabrics Enables Us To Make 
Customized Fabric For Every Institution We Cater To.

We Also Provide Made-to-measure Services To Deliver Uniforms That Are 
Not Just Comfortable But Fit Perfectly Well.

Security uniform plays an important role in enhancing the image of any 
personnel working in the division. It is important that employees are 
comfortable, easily recognised and that the uniform conveys an appropriate 
level of authority. Incase of emergencies, the quality and functionality of a 
security personnel’s uniform is required to be most conducive. We provide 
security uniforms that are made from pure quality fabrics which live up to 
the industry norms and safety standards. We pay attention to the details 
and ensure you are fully satisfied with your attire.

       CUSTOMER         IS KING 
       SO IS  CUSTOMIZATION. 
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Logist ic
If you are a manager in transportation or logistics, you have a heavy 
emphasis on productivity, efficiency, and service delivery. Today, every 
logistics company want to build their brand and a great way to make 
an identity is to provide their employees, who deal directly with the 
customers, a corporate attire which helps in easy recall and recognition 
of the organization. We work with you to identify the needs of your team 
or staff by selecting the properly branded apparel making your team your 
new company ambassadors.`
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FaFacility 

MaManagement
When it comes to factory or industrial uniforms, safety is your number 
one core value. It is simply essential to provide staff with safetywear that 
will protect them. Our comprehensive selection of work wear is designed 
to offer comfort and protection for workers in a range of industries. We 
can help you identify the proper attire for your team like fire and heat 
proof jumpsuit, chemical resistant uniform, electrostatic proof bodysuit 
or even a traditional work-wear. We offer a full range of protective wear 
for outdoors and manual work.
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Automobiles
The construction and engineering of equipments and machinery 
in sectors like automobiles requires workwear that is not only 
safe but also durable and comfortable for heavy mechanical 
work and material handling. Our range of work wear for the 
engineering industry ensures the complete safety of the worker 
who is involved at the factory or industry premises. We are 
engaged in providing a wide gamut of comprehensive range 
suiting our client’s specifications giving paramount importance 
to safety and durability.
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Retail & 
A retail outlet employee is constantly in the public eye, whether you are in 
front office or the support staff, whether you are a trainer at a gym or a hair 
dresser in a salon, whether you work in luxury sector or deal in everyday 
consumer goods. We help you to identify the proper attire to meet your 
industry standards, while letting you manage your employee uniform 
program effortlessly. With a choice of colour and embroidery options 
available, we make it simple to reflect your company branding through your 
staff uniforms.
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In the banking sector, employees play an important role in client 
relationship. A bank employee needs to but their best foot forward 
when dealing with the customers and this include donning the 
perfect attire. Your bank’s perception begins with your team and 
this starts with a professional and compliant attire. We are known 
for providing a full professional wardrobe, our range of easy fit 
skirts, trousers, fitted jackets and shirts are ideal for client-facing 
businesses.

Banking
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Cinemas &

Salons
Going to theatre or cinema is a special experience for a lot 
of people Every aspect of a cinema hall comes into play in 
making this experience remarkable for the customers and 
this includes dealing with the employees and staff. While the 
attitude and professionalism of your staft is most important 
but they also need a professional and pleasing attire that is not 
only sharp-looking, but provides a great first impression with 
your customers. We offer a greater choice where you can mix 
and match collections with a market-leading range of sizes and 
fittings and create a standard yet fun mix of attire for different 
positions of your staff.
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Warehouse
Managing or working in a warehouse requires inordinate amount of physical labour which is why it is important to develop a dress code that allows your 

workers to move around freely. They need comfortable clothing to do their jobs efficiently while appearing professional to their co-workers, customers and 
visitors. We offer a wide range of high quality work uniforms that can withstand many rigours of manual labour and allow you to perform your work with ease. 

We can supply the full lines of coordinating apparel for different departments.
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Mellodde
From the HOUSE OF TOPPERS, Comes an online D2C brand 
dealing in Highest Quality of Bed Linen, Home Decor, Corporate 
Gifting etc. & is also a direct Supplier to many big brands in the 
Medical & Hospitality Industry. Different Product line constitutes  
of-

Melodde

• Quilts
• Bedsheets
• Bed Covers
• Pillow Covers

• Cushion Covers
• Breakfast Pillow
• Dohar
• Bed Sets with Gift Box
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